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Ordliste
Når du ser en* ved et ord i bogen, er ordet med på ordlisten
side 52-53.
Indhold på hver side
En illustration med et foto og en tekst opbygget på følgende
måde:
niveau 1 med sort
niveau 2 med orange
Refleksionsspørgsmål med blå
I en undervisningssituation er der således mulighed for at
arbejde med differentieret læsning og refleksionsspørgsmål.

Denne bog kan med fordel anvendes sammen med
arbejdet med det gratis website ”SamirNepal.dk2”.
Nepal-materialekasser kan lånes på flere CFU-er.
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Bhaktapur
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Nepal is in Asia. South of Nepal is India. North of Nepal is
China (Tibet). Nepal is not near an ocean whereas* Denmark is
surrounded by the sea except to the German border*.
The size of Nepal is 147.000 square kilometres. The size of
Denmark is 43.000 square kilometres.
5.8 million people live in Denmark.
29 million people live in Nepal.
Samir lives in Bhaktapur. Find Bhaktapur on the map.
In Nepal you can experience* all four climate zones*: tropical
zone, subtropical zone, temperate zone and cold zone. In
Denmark we can only experience the temperate zone.
ɐɐSearch the Web and find the four climate zones in Nepal.
Give a few examples of animals and birds living in the four
climate zones in Nepal.
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Eight of the world’s highest mountains are in Nepal. One of
them is Mount Everest which is the highest mountain in the
world (8.848 metres).
People cannot live on top of Mount Everest.
The first men ever to reach the top of Mount Everest were
Sir Edmond Percival Hillary and Tenzing Norgay. It happened
May 29th 1953.
ɐɐFind out how many Danes have climbed Mount Everest.
ɐɐAre they all men?
ɐɐIs it dangerous* to climb Mount Everest?
ɐɐSearch the Web to find information and videos about
Mount Everest.
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Look at the photo. It is from Katmandu. Katmandu is the capital
of Nepal. The men in front of the two temples are waiting for
customers.
It is easy to get from one place to another, if you hire a bicycle
rickshaw.
Katmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur are in a valley. This valley is
called ”Katmandu Valley”.
Katmandu is a city. Patan and Bhaktapur are towns. All three
are very old with many temples and buildings. All three are
on the World Heritage List.*
ɐɐMake a list of different means of transportation in the center
of big cities.
ɐɐHow can you from the photo tell that you see a Nepali
Temple and not a Danish church?
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Here you see Samir with his family in March 2017. He is 10
years old. Samir is Hindu.
Samir lives in a new family house together with his mother
Kesri, his father Rajendra, his sister Sajita and his brother Sanjev.
Samir lives in Bhaktapur. Almost 100.000 people live in
Bhaktapur.
2017 is our time according to the Gregorian calendar.*
2074 is Nepali time according to the Lunar calendar.*
ɐɐSearch the Web if you want to know more about the
Gregorian and the Lunar calendar.
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This photo shows Samir in 2012. As you can see he was a very
happy six-year-old Nepali school boy.
In 2015 many things changed completely for Samir and for
Nepal. Nepal was struck by two earthquakes* and more than
1000 aftershocks*.
This killed more than 9.000 people.
ɐɐSearch Youtube for videos about the earthquakes in Nepal.
ɐɐHow many hits did you get? Maybe you can share and
discuss the most informative* in class.
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The photo shows Samir’s family house October 2015 five
months after the earthquakes.
800.000 houses were damaged* completely*. One of them
was the house that Samir lived in.
More than 100 people, who lived near Samir, were killed. One
of them was one of his classmates.
Samir was very scared* and sad for a long time.
ɐɐHave you ever been scared and sad? If yes, describe* the
situation.
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Samir’s uncle invited Samir’s family to stay in one of the rooms
in his flat. The flat was not damaged during the earthquakes.
So Samir, his parents, his brother and sister were very lucky.
The two families lived together for more than a year.
They shared a small bathroom and a kitchen.
ɐɐHow many people live in your house?
ɐɐWould you like to sleep in the same room as your parents
and siblings?
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Many people had to live in tents for more than a year.
Nepal is a poor country. People do not get much help and aid*
from the government*. Therefore people in Bhaktapur had to
help themselves and each other.
After the earthquakes people were very quiet and their eyes
looked very sad, but they never complained*.
ɐɐFind a tent in the photo.
ɐɐWhere do you think the children in the photo do their
homework*?
ɐɐWhat are the woman and the girl doing?
ɐɐWhat would you complain about If you were one of the
children in the photo? Make a list.
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It is now 2017. Almost 2 years after the first eartquake.
Samir’s parents are building a new family house. It is the house
to the left.
They only build when they have money.
Samir ́s family was lucky, because they had a small piece of
land, where they grew many vegetables*.
Today the parents can only grow a few vegetables, but they
have a new house!
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This is the front door to the family house. It is made of wood.
Worldwide Bhaktapur is known for its wood carvings*. The
door is very heavy and also very expensive.
ɐɐDo you like the door? Why? Why not?
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This morning Samir has a school project. His mother is helping
him with it.
Samir gets up early in the morning. First he brushes his teeth
and then he washes his face. Afterwards Kesri, Samir’s mum,
serves a little snack.
Then Samir does his homework. Often he works for two hours.
Normally he sits on the floor or on his bed. Most of the time he
reads, writes or does calculations* in his notebooks.
Samir must learn many things by heart*.
Before Samir goes to school, he has a proper breakfast*.
ɐɐDo you do homework?
ɐɐWhere and when do you do your homework? Do you
sometimes get help?
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Samir’s father, Rajendra, helps in the kitchen. Here he is
tapping water from their water container.
Sometimes Rajendra cooks.
ɐɐWho cooks in your home?
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Rajendra fetches the drinking water from a well in their old
house. He walks two kilometres with the water containers on
his bicycle.
Clean drinking water is expensive in Nepal.
In Denmark we have very good water and we use our water
for everything: drinking, washing clothes, watering the
garden, flushing the toilet and much more.
ɐɐHave you ever had to buy drinking water, because the water
was polluted*?
ɐɐIs it ok to use drinking water to flush the toilet?
ɐɐWhat can you do to save water? Do you save water in your
home?
ɐɐDo you sometimes buy bottled water? If yes, why do you do
that?
© Grethe Grønkjær ISBN—978-87-91438-93-6
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There is a water well in the garden in the new house. Samir’s
parents have paid a lot of money for the well.
The water is used for watering the vegetables, washing clothes
and other things. It is not drinking water. Samir and his family
can only drink the water if they boil* it.
Many people in Nepal do not have their own well, so they have
to use the public well to get water.
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This is the kitchen.
Samir’s mum, Kesri, is very happy and proud of her new
kitchen. In the old house the kitchen was very small and old.
Kesri has many pots* and containers. Many of them were given
to her, when she got married.
Kechri often cooks for many people.
ɐɐIn what way is Kesri’s kitchen different from your kitchen at
home?
ɐɐDo your mother and father cook, when you have a big party?
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This room has many functions*: living room, dining room and
bedroom. Samir’s siblings sleep here. But not for long. Soon
Samir’s sister is getting married and then she will move to her
husband’s family house.
The room is also where guests sit on the floor when they come
to visit.
Nepali people are very generous*. A guest is always offered
food and tea.
Often guests also get a present e.g.* a colourful scarf.
Even* poor people offer food and tea to their guests.
ɐɐWhen do Danes give presents?
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Samir’s parents are weavers.
Before the earthquakes they had a weaving workshop* away
from their home*.
Now they weave in their new home. They work very hard. They
have two looms* in their bedroom.
When they have money for it, Samir’s parents want to build a
weaving workshop on the top floor.
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Here you see the looms from the other side.
You see a bed in the background. Samir sleeps in the bed
together with his parents. They have promised him that in the
future he will have his own room.
But why not now? Because Samir’s sister is getting married and
Samir has his Bratabandha, his confirmation. That costs a lot of
money.
ɐɐDo your parents sometimes have to say that they do not
have money to fulfill your wishes? If yes, how do you feel
about it?
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Here you see the bride to be*, Samir’s sister, Sanjita, and her
groom to be*. It is a pre-wedding* ceremony, and it takes
place in Samir’s home in March 2017.
The couple love each other, they have chosen each other, but
still their parents must give their consent* to the marriage.
Samir’s parents pay for the priest and for the food. With help
from friends and family they cook and serve food for almost
100 guests.
There will also be a ceremony and party at the groom’s
house. Here the groom’s parents must pay.
In Nepal you often have arranged marriages.
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Here is Samir at his Bratabandha which took place right after
his sister’s wedding. Bratabandha is the same as our Danish
confirmation. Boys must have their Bratabandha before they
become teenagers.
Read more about Bratabandha on www.SamirNepal.dk.
Choose the picture with the blue frame and find it under
”celebrations”.
After the earthquakes people were very sad and did not
want to celebrate anything, but soon they started to
celebrate again. Nepalis have a saying: “You can not change
the past, and a party or festival make people forget the hard
times”.
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Before Samir goes to school at Bal Vikash Secondary School, he
eats breakfast. Afterwards he puts on his school uniform.
Samir always wears grey trousers, black shoes and a tie.
Today he is also wearing a dark blue jacket, a white shirt,
and a blue pullover.
A girl’s uniform is: black shoes, black stockings, grey skirt,
blue pullover, a white shirt, a tie and white ribbons*.
ɐɐCan you think of good reasons for schooluniforms?
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Here Samir and his friends are on their way to school.
In Nepal you are not allowed to come to school if you do not
wear a school uniform!
Look closely: the boys are wearing scarves*.
Why: the three boys are scouts*.
Right after school, they meet their scout leaders and the other
scouts in a classroom at the school.
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This is Bal Vikash Secondary School where Samir goes to
school. It is a big private school.
Bal Vikash has pupils from kindergarten to 12th grade.
A yellow school bus is parked in front of the school. School
busses bring pupils from the mountains and pupils who live far
away to school.
Most of the pupils walk to school.
If parents in Nepal can afford it, they pay for their children to
go to a private school.
ɐɐHow do you get to school?
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This is the view from the top floor of Bal Vikash.
It is 2017 and many people still have to live in temporary*
shelters.
The shelters are very hot to live in in the summer and very cold
to live in in the winter.
There are no toilets in the shelters.
ɐɐCan you imagine what it is like to live in the shelters in the
monsoon season when it rains for many days?
ɐɐWhere do you think the toilets are?
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Pupils from grade 5 and upwards meet the headmaster and
teachers in front of the school.
School starts at 9:45am. Morning assembly begins at 10am.
The pupils receive* messages*, do exercises*, sing the
National Anthem* and the school song “We Shall Overcome”.
Samir is in grade 5.
After morning assembly all the pupils walk to their class
rooms.
ɐɐHow do you start school in the morning?
ɐɐDoes your school have a school song?
ɐɐDo you ever sing the Danish National Anthem?
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Samir attends school* six days a week.
After two periods in a row there is a short break. The break is
called Toilet Time. Samir can go to the bathroom, drink water
or chat with friends.
Then the class has two periods in a row.
After that there is a 30 minutes lunch break. It is called Tiffin
and Rest Time.
Then the class has two lessons in a row. Then comes Toilet
Time. Finally, the class has two periods in a row.
Each day Samir has the same subjects. Samir’s school-day ends
at 4 p.m.
Samir’s school schedule:
1st period: Social Studies, 2nd: Computer, 3rd: English
1 (Litterature), 4th: Science, 5th: Nepali, 6th: Maths, 7th:
Chinese, 8th: English 2 (Grammar)
ɐɐCompare your school schedule to Samir’s.
© Grethe Grønkjær ISBN—978-87-91438-93-6
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The pupils have this poster in front of them, when they look
towards the blackboard.
ɐɐWho do you think made them up?
ɐɐDo you agree with these statements*?
ɐɐDo you miss any statements?
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The pupils must stand up when answering a question.
The pupils must also stand up when they address* the whole
class.
When the teacher or another adult enters the class, all the
pupils must stand up.
ɐɐCan you find good reasons for standing up as pupils do in
Nepal?
ɐɐDo you ever have to stand up in class?
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There are 52 pupils in Class 5. The class is divided into two
groups, because the classrooms are very small.
In Nepal pupils are tested a lot. Most tests are written tests.
Nepali pupils are very good and fast when they write. Samir
does not use a computer or an Ipad in class, but the class has
computer lessons.
According to the results the pupils get a ROLE NUMBER
(number in class). Samir is number 26 out of 52 and he is in
the class with all the even* numbers. This year Samir has
eight final exams.
ɐɐFind differences between your school and Samir’s. Try
finding things you like, and things you do not like.
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Samir’s class have worked on projects. The two boys show us
their projects.
ɐɐDo you prefer to work alone or together with one or more
classmates, when you do projects?
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Samir has read a text. Now he has to make an illustration for
the text he has read.
Samir is wearing his sports jacket. It is spring and it can be very
cold in the classroom.
Samir is lucky. He goes to a private school and his parents
can afford to buy different clothes such as the sports jacket
he is wearing today.
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Samir is standing in front of the whiteboard together with his
teacher.
Many lessons are like this:
First the pupils have to answer questions about yesterday’s
lesson. Either by standing up or writing on the whiteboard.
Afterwards the teacher instructs* the pupils what they must
learn by heart for the next day.
Next day the pupils must come to the whiteboard and answer
the questions.
On Samir’s back it says Bal Vikash with big letters. Samir is
proud to attend Bal Vikash Secondary School.
ɐɐTheir school day is different to yours, which is much more
varied. Give examples on how the lessons are more varied
at your school.
© Grethe Grønkjær ISBN—978-87-91438-93-6
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Class 5 made up these classroom rules.
ɐɐRead the rules carefully. Which rules are the same as the
rules in your class? Which ones are different? Make a list.
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There is one last thing you must know about Samir’s school. It
is not only pupils who wear uniforms. The teachers also wear
uniforms!
The male teachers mostly wear grey clothes.
These female teachers are standing in the headmaster’s room.
They have left their shoes outside.
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When school is over, Samir loves to play football. He does that
every single day, but as you already know, Samir also is a boy
scout.
Once a week Samir joins his scouting group. Boys and girls are
in the same group.
First the scouts meet their leaders in a classroom. They play
different games, learn how to make knots* and other useful
things.
Afterwards they go outside and do drill sessions* and do
outdoor activities. They work in groups.
ɐɐWhat is your hobby? Do you have to wear an outfit for this?
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Here is Samir with a very good friend of his.
What do you think they dream of owning when they grow up?
ɐɐWhat do you dream of owning when you grow up?
ɐɐWhat can and will you do to make your wishes come true?
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Here you see Kesri’s garden.
When Samir has finished homework he helps his mother in the
garden. Find Kesri and Samir.
There is building material in the front of the vegetable
garden. It will be used to finish the house.
In the photo you also see shelters. Poor families live here.
They do not have enough money to build a proper house.
ɐɐHow can you tell that the Samir’s house is not yet finished?
ɐɐDo you help at home? What do you do?
Are you paid for helping?
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On the photo you see what a butcher’s shop* looks like. It is
very different to a Danish butcher’s shop.
Samir runs errands* for his mother.
When Samir’s parents have visitors, Kesri sometimes asks
Samir to run an errand to the butcher’s* to get a little meat.
Usually Samir buys a few chicken wings or chicken legs.
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Sometimes Samir has to go to the grocer’s shop* or to the
women in the street market.
ɐɐWhat does the woman in the photo sell?
ɐɐHow many different vegetables can you recognize?
Make a list.
ɐɐTranslate the names of the vegetables into English.
Use a dictionary*.
ɐɐDoes your family grow your own vegetables?
ɐɐWhere does your family shop for food?
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Most people in Nepal eat dal bhat twice a day every single day.
They have water and tea with their meal.
Most people in Nepal normally use their fingers when they eat.
Dal is a thick lentil* soup made from lentils, water and
vegetables. It is seasoned* with different spices* such as
coriander*, ginger*, garlic* and salt.
It does not take long to prepare* dal.
Bhat is rice.
On special occasions dal bhat is served with poppadum or
flat bread, fresh or cooked vegetables, potatoes, greens*
pickles*, yogurt*.
ɐɐWhy do you think that Nepalis eat dal bhat every day?
ɐɐDo we in Denmark have a national dish which everybody
eats?
© Grethe Grønkjær ISBN—978-87-91438-93-6
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Guests are always treated very well. Here you see what Kesri
served, when we visited. Chicken, beaten rice*, chips, an egg
and a very tasty bean salat.
Kesri knows that foreigners* are not used to eating with their
fingers. Therefore she gave us a fork and a spoon.
Did you know why people in Nepal always use their right
hand when they eat?
Samir and his family eat after the guests have finished!
ɐɐDo you cook special food for guests?
ɐɐDo you eat together with your guests or afterwards?
ɐɐCan you think of a reason why guests in Nepal eat first?
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In the evening the family eat together most of the time.
Afterwards Samir likes to watch television. He likes to watch
football together with his family.
The family goes to bed early.
ɐɐCompare the television to yours. Do you have more than
one television in your home?
ɐɐWhy do Samir and his family go to bed early?
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Here Samir is in his new bedroom. It is now 2018.
Samir is 11 years old. He no longer sleeps in the same bed
as his parents. Samir shares this room with Sanjev, his older
brother. Samir also shares the wardrobe* with Sanjev.
When Sanjev marries, his wife will move into the house and
they will have their own bedroom.
And then Samir will finally have the room to himself!
ɐɐDoes Samir’s room look like yours? Describe the differences.
ɐɐWhat do you think that Samir does in his room?
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Do you remember Sajita, Samir’s sister? Exactly 1 year after she
married, she gave birth to a little boy.
Here Sajita is home visiting her mother and Samir. When her
son is 3 months old, Sajita has to go back to work. She is a
nurse*. The son will be looked after by Sajita’s mother in law*.
In Denmark parents can take 12 months off from work when
they have a child.
ɐɐWho took care of you, when your parents had to god back
to work?
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Samir is very fond of his sister’s baby-boy.
ɐɐDo you have siblings?
ɐɐHow old are they?
ɐɐAre you fond of your siblings?
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Samir’s parents have been very busy. They have finished the
top floor. They now have a weaving shop at the top floor with
three looms and people working for them.
Hopefully they will have a large weaving shop in the future as
they had before the earthquakes in 2015. Only this time in
their own home!
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Follow the arrow and you will find Samir. He is on his way to
play football with his friends. They use the school field where
they have morning assembly.
Samir’s parents have worked very hard. Their house is almost
finished, and Kesri has planted many vegetables in their
garden.
To the right and to the left of the garden you see people.
They still live in the small shelters.
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It is time to say goodbye to Samir.
Samir has been given a dog. He is very fond of it. He takes care
of the dog and walks it every day, when he is not at school,
doing his homework or playing football.
ɐɐReflect on Samir’s life from April 2015 and till now.
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whereas: hvorimod
border: grænse
experience: opleve
climate zones: klimabælter
dangerous: farlig
World Heritage List: Verdensarvsliste
according to the Gregorian calendar: i henhold til Den gregorianske kalender
Lunar calendar: i henhold til månekalenderen
earthquakes: jordskælv
aftershocks: efterskælv
informative: oplysende
damaged: beskadiget
completely: fuldstændig
scared: bange
describe: beskriv
aid: nødhjælp
government: regeringen
complained: beklagede sig
homework: lektier
vegetables: grøntsager
wood carvings: udskæringer i træ
calculations: regnestykker
by heart: udenad
breakfast: morgenmad
polluted: forurenet
boil: koge
pots: gryder
functions: funktioner
generous: gavmild
e.g.: fx (for eksempel)
even: selvom
weaving workshop: vævestue
home: hjem
looms: væve
bride to be: kommende brud
groom to be: kommende brudgom
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24:
25:
27:
28:

29:
30:
31:
32:
35:
38:
41:

42:
43:

44:
46:
47:

pre-wedding ceremony: forbryllups-ceremoni
consent: samtykke
ribbons: sløjfer
scarves: tørklæder
scouts: spejdere
temporary: midlertidig
recieve: modtage
messages: beskeder
do exercises: lave gymnastik
National Anthem: Nationalsangen
attends school: går i skole
statements: udsagn
address: henvende
even: lige
Instructs: fortæller hvad der skal gøres
knots: knob
drill sessions: træningsøvelser
butcher’s shop: slagteren (slagterforretning)
errands: ærinder
butcher’s: slagteren
grocer’s shop: købmanden (købmandsforretning)
dictionary: ordbog
lentil: linse
seasoned: krydret med
spices: krydderier
coriander: koriander
ginger: ingefær
garlic: hvidløg
prepare: tilberede
greens: fx. salat
pickles: syltede grøntsager
yogurt: yoghurt
beaten rice: tørrede risflager (en delikatesse)
foreigners: fremmede/udlændinge
wardrobe: klædeskab
nurse: sygeplejerske
mother in law: svigermor
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Denne bog indeholder tekst og billeder fra Samirs liv
i de turbulente år 2015 - 2018.
Bogen supplerer og understøtter www.SamirNepal.dk, engelsk 3.-4. klasse.
Læs mere om Samir, da han i 2012 var seks år gammel,
på www.SamirNepal.dk eller i bøgerne ”My name is Samir”, ”Samir in School”
and ”Samir lives in Bhaktapur”.
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